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The use of antibodies against the human B cell surface protein CD20 represents the most advanced therapeutic approach among the B cell–depleting armamentarium for the treatment of autoimmune disorders. However, recent evidence indicates that B cells can also be essential for suppressing unwanted autoaggressive T cell responses, and therefore, a more careful evaluation of which types of autoimmune disorders this therapy should be utilized for, and at which phases of disease this therapy should be applied, is necessary. In this issue of the JCI, Matsushita et al. report that the timing of this therapy is critical for the management of EAE, a mouse model of human MS (see the related article beginning on page 3420). The results suggest the existence of two opposite actions executed by B cells during the course of autoimmune pathology; CD1d<sup>hi</sup>CD5<sup>-</sup> regulatory B cells suppress EAE induction, whereas B cells are required for the expansion of autoantigen-specific T cells during disease progression. Given the existence of such regulatory B cells in humans, these findings not only resolve previously unexplained contradictions with respect to the outcome of B cell–depleting therapy but also provide insight into the best regimen for this treatment approach.

The role of B lymphocytes in autoimmune diseases has been thought to be associated largely with the capacity of plasmablasts and plasma cells to produce self-damaging antibodies. Indeed, in some human autoimmune diseases, recapitulation of disease pathology through the transfer of pathogenic antibodies has been well documented (1). These autoantibodies bind self-antigens and can interfere with normal cellular functions as well as harness immune effector mechanisms to generate autoimmune pathology (2).

However, it has been revealed that most complex autoimmunity involves additional B cell functions. These functions include the ability of B cells and their secreted products (in addition to antibodies and immune complexes) to modulate T cells and DCs through antigen presentation and costimulation. The first experimental evidence of such B cell function was obtained by the generation of autoimmune disease–prone MRL/lpr mice with compromised B cell functions (3). MRL/lpr mice completely deficient in mature B cells (resulting from an IgM heavy chain knockout mutation in MRL/lpr mice) exhibited no signs of autoantibodies or glomerulonephritis and exhibited improved survival in mortality compared with MRL/lpr mice. Surprisingly, however, membrane IgM MRL/lpr mice that express only the membrane form of IgM, thereby being incapable of antibody or autoantibody secretion, developed significant glomerulonephritis or mortality, although this was less severe compared with that in MRL/lpr mice (4). These data indicate that antibody-independent mechanisms, in addition to the autoantibodies themselves, also play important pathogenic roles in autoimmune disorders and may involve important inflammatory roles of B cells in cytokine production as well as in directing T cell and DC functions. In contrast to the inflammatory role of B cells demonstrated in MRL/lpr mice, in the mouse model of human MS, EAE, Jane-Way and colleagues provided the first suggestive evidence that B cells may also play an antiinflammatory role, in that B10.PL mice lacking B cells suffered an unusually severe and chronic form of EAE (5). This observation raised the possibility that B cell–depleting therapy might exacerbate, rather than ameliorate, disease pathology. Thus, the fact that rituximab (a genetically engineered anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody), the most widely used chimeric monoclonal antibody for human B cell depletion, has already been used in a phase II trial to treat MS patients (6) appears to be inconsistent with the above observations at first glance, because MS has close similarities to EAE. In this issue of the JCI, Matsushita and colleagues have tackled this paradox by carefully evaluating the efficacy of anti-CD20 antibody treatment in the mouse EAE model and describe the existence of two opposing functions of B cells and that the nature of these functions is dependent on the course of disease pathology. Specifically, B cell function during the phase of disease initiation was found to differ from that during the phase of disease progression (7).

Initiation phase of EAE

To understand how to treat EAE, it is helpful to consider how EAE pathology is initiated and maintained. EAE is not a spontaneous autoimmune disease and thus requires either direct immunization with antigenic myelin components such as myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) or adoptive transfer of anti-myelin–specific CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells. It has been thought that T cells, which are able to recognize myelin components, are activated in the periphery, migrate to the CNS, and cause autoinflammation that leads to paralysis. In resting states, the CNS is regarded as a system that is protected against the immune response because of the tight endothelial junctions of the blood-brain barrier, the absence of DCs in CNS parenchyma, and the presence of an immunosuppressive microenvironment characterized by the production of CNS antiinflammatory cytokines. Thus, autoantigen-activated T cells are thought to lead to a breakdown of the blood-brain barrier and enable the recruitment of other inflammatory cells such as monocytes as well as components of both the B cell response (B cells, antibodies, and complement factors) or other T cell responses (e.g., CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells) (8).

One of the key findings from the current study reported by Matsushita et al. (7) in this issue of the JCI is that B cell depletion by anti-CD20 antibody before EAE induction exacerbates the disease symptoms of...
EAE, consistent with the previous report using IgM-knockout mice (5). More importantly, they show that the adoptive transfer of the IL-10–producing CD1d<sup>hi</sup>CD5<sup>+</sup>B cell subset from the spleen, but not of other B cell subsets, can prevent exacerbation of EAE pathogenesis, clearly demonstrating that CD1d<sup>hi</sup>CD5<sup>+</sup>B cells from the spleen are responsible for the antiinflammatory effect of B cells. CD5 or CD1d have been suggested to represent good markers for tracing such regulatory B cell subsets, in that CD5<sup>+</sup> peritoneal B-1 cells are able to produce particularly large amounts of IL-10 following LPS stimulation (9) and the spleen B cells regulating ulcerative colitis express CD1d (10). Based on such suggestive observations, Yanaba and colleagues previously demonstrated that CD1d<sup>hi</sup>CD5<sup>+</sup>B cells in the spleen can produce a high amount of IL-10 and that this subset is able to inhibit the pathology of augmented contact hypersensitivity (11), which is an inflammatory immune reaction that is primarily mediated by T cells (12).

Does this B cell subset require antigen-specificity as well as IL-10 production? The answer seems to be yes, because a previous study by Fillatreau et al. showed that B cells specific for an irrelevant antigen (hen-egg lysozyme) were unable to resolve EAE and that IL-10 production by B cells was required for EAE suppression.
(13). Moreover, B cells from mice that had recovered from EAE can produce IL-10 upon in vitro stimulation with specific antigen (e.g., MOG) and anti-CD40 antibody together (13). A suppressive effect of IL-10 produced by B cells has also been demonstrated in a model of inflammatory bowel disease (14) and in collagen-induced arthritis (15), suggesting a more general role for IL-10–producing B cells in homeostasis. More recently, IL-10–producing B cells have been identified in humans (16), and preliminary evidence shows that B cells from patients with MS produce decreased amounts of IL-10 (17).

How and where do IL-10–producing B cells suppress autoimmune disease? Given diverse etiologies, multiple mechanisms of action might be in operation. Now, two potential target cells are postulated to be involved—DC cells and Tregs (Figure 1A). IL-10 has potent activity in limiting DC function, and therefore, IL-10–producing B cells may exert their effects on T cell responses indirectly. Indeed, DCs from B cell–compromised mice produce higher amounts of IL-12 after immunization, and this drives a stronger Th1-cell response (18). Furthermore, IL-10 from B cells can repress the production of IL-6 and IL-12 by DCs, thereby inhibiting the differentiation of Th1 and Th1 cells, respectively (19). In the case of Tregs, only circumstantial evidence is available; in B cell–deficient mice and mice in which B cells cannot produce IL-10, a transient reduction in Foxp3 mRNA levels in the CNS during the early course of EAE disease has been reported (20).

In regard to the location where B cells exert their suppressive functions, B cell–deficient mice and mice with IL-10–deficient B cells showed heightened lymph node Th1-cell responses to immunization. Therefore, B cell–dependent inhibitory regulation of EAE appears to start in the draining lymph nodes within days of immunization (18).

**Progression phase of EAE**

In addition, Matsushita et al. (7) demonstrated that B cell depletion during EAE disease progression dramatically ameliorates the EAE pathology. Why is that? Theoretically, pathogenic B cells and/or pathogenic autoantibodies could be responsible. Indeed, the titer of anti-MOG IgG antibody was decreased in B cell–depleted mice during EAE progression. Given the importance of activating Fcγ receptors (21) and anti-MOG sera (22) in inducing EAE, this decreased titer of anti-MOG IgG could contribute, at least to some extent, to alleviating the EAE pathology.

Rather than focus on the role of antibodies, Matsushita et al. (7) have focused on B cell functions. Their key finding that provides important mechanistic insight was obtained from the adoptive transfer of CD4+ T cells harboring transgenic TCRs specific for MOG into B cell–depleted mice during EAE progression. This type of B cell depletion significantly reduced MOG-specific CD4+ T cell expansion within the CNS and draining lymph node. Three, not necessarily mutually exclusive, possible explanations for these data can be envisaged (Figure 1B). First, B cells could function as antigen-presenting cells and promote expansion of pathogenic T cells, possibly Th1 and Th17 effector T cells. In this scenario, cognate interactions between B and T cells mediated by CD40/CD40 ligand and/or ICOS/ICOS ligand might be required. Second, B cells can secrete cytokines and chemokines, including IL-16, macrophage inflammatory protein 1α (MIP1α), and MIP1β, which can modulate the migration and function of DCs, monocytes, and pathogenic T cells. Finally, given the importance of B cells in the formation and maintenance of new lymphoid foci by using TNF/TNF receptor networks such B cell–dependent lymphoid-like follicle formation in the CNS might provide the optimal site for expansion of pathogenic T cells.

Taken together, Matsushita et al. (7) provide evidence that the balance of two opposing B cell functions shapes the normal course of EAE pathogenesis. As with all interesting observations, not only are previous unexplained contradictions accounted for, but also, perhaps more importantly, motivation for future experiments is provided. Several such experiments come to mind. First, how are the antigen-specific CD1d+CD5+ B cells generated, maintained, and activated? Second, what is the origin of the pathogenic B cells and how do they work? Finally, what determines and changes the balance between regulatory and pathogenic B cells?

The important implication of these results with respect to the treatment of autoimmune diseases is that anti-CD20 antibody treatment could sometimes exacerbate autoimmune disease by unintentionally depleting CD1d+CD5+ regulatory B cells. Indeed, one could speculate that this finding could underlie the results of a recent study of the treatment of patients with ulcerative colitis (23); depleting B cells by anti-CD20 treatment induced suppression of local IL-10 production and exacerbated disease symptoms, suggesting that the local IL-10 concentration could be a useful benchmark for diagnosis and prognosis of diseases. Thus, it will be very important to determine the involvement of CD1d+CD5+ regulatory B cells in each autoimmune disease and, if there is any, to determine when this subset participates during disease initiation and progression. In this regard, this new study (7) definitely provides important insight for the development of the best regimen of anti-B cell therapy for autoimmune diseases.
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Hedgehog signaling in biliary fibrosis
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Congenital and acquired diseases of the biliary tree, or cholangiopathies, represent a significant source of morbidity and mortality in both children and adults. In late stages of the disease, cholangiocytes can no longer proliferate, resulting in loss of bile ducts, increased fibrosis, and ultimately cirrhosis and liver failure. Epithelial-mesenchymal transition has been proposed as a potential mechanism underlying both cholangiocyte proliferation and fibrogenesis in biliary diseases. In this issue of the JCI, using a myofibroblast-cholangiocyte coculture system and genetically modified mice, Omenetti and colleagues present evidence supporting the importance of paracrine hedgehog signaling between the two cell types and increased expression of mesenchymal markers in cholangiocytes (see the related article beginning on page 3331). These findings set the stage for future studies to further investigate the contribution of hedgehog signaling in both cholangiocyte repair and fibrogenesis in biliary diseases.

Cholangiopathies represent a spectrum of both congenital and acquired disorders characterized by chronic bile duct injury (reviewed in refs. 1, 2). Although cholangiocytes initially have the ability to proliferate in response to cellular injury, late-stage cholangiopathies are associated with loss of bile ducts and progressive fibrosis, resulting in cirrhosis and liver failure.

Ductular reactions, composed of small and apparently proliferating cholangiocytes in the perportal region, are detected in many forms of chronic liver injury, including those that primarily effect cholangiocytes. These cholangiocytes have been termed reactive cholangiocytes, and they acquire phenotypic behaviors not observed in the noninjured state, including secretion of inflammatory cytokines, chemoattractant proteins, and inhibitors of apoptosis. Reactive cholangiocytes are believed to arise from a progenitor cell compartment located along the terminal bile ductules and in the canal of Hering (2). However, the origin of these reactive cholangiocytes has not yet been established definitively. Evidence from experimental animal models has shown that crosstalk among reactive cholangiocytes, myofibroblasts, endothelial cells, and inflammatory cells contributes to cholangiocyte proliferation as well as the fibrotic response (1, 2).

Nonstandard abbreviations used: EMT, epithelial-mesenchymal transition; PBC, primary biliary cirrhosis.

Potential role of epithelial-mesenchymal transition in cholestatic liver injury

In addition to secreting numerous regulatory molecules in response to cholangiocyte injury, reactive cholangiocytes lose some of their epithelial phenotypic characteristics and acquire a more mesenchymal phenotype characterized by the loss of E-cadherin and increased expression of some mesenchymal markers. During epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), epithelial cells lose polarity and cell-cell communication and acquire migratory and invasive phenotypic cellular behaviors. This process is important for tissue remodeling during normal development and more recently has been recognized as a component of repair processes in fibrotic diseases and malignancy (3, 4). EMT has been implicated in fibrotic diseases of the biliary tract as a potential mechanism for disappearance of bile ductules and concomitant increase in fibrosis (5–7). How EMT might be regulated in chronic biliary diseases is not known.

Previously, Omenetti and colleagues reported that the hedgehog signaling pathway is activated in both cholangiocytes and fibroblastic cells in experimental models of biliary injury and in livers of patients with primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) (8, 9). Because the hedgehog signaling pathway is known to be a positive effector of EMT in other tissues, the authors hypothesized that hedgehog signaling pathways could also be involved in EMT in response to cholestatic liver injury and fibrosis (10, 11).